2020-21 Swimming and Diving Manual Correction

Manual Correction: On page 12 of the 2020-21 Swimming and Diving Manual, the requirements for state diving qualification are listed. Number 1 in each section (auto-11, consideration-11, auto-6) describes the requirements for the judging panel, and the requirement for registered officials. There is an error in that section. The correction is shown below. The stricken language was required in 2019-20, but should have been removed this year. The underlined language is the new language for 2020-21. Only one registered official is required this year, and it must be a registered official that is not a coach of a team participating. You may have more than one registered official on the panel, but that is not required.

1. Dive Judge Panel Requirements for State Qualification: For state qualification to occur a panel of at least FIVE diving judges must be used, and the same judges must judge ALL ROUNDS. All diving judges must be listed by name as a part of the Performance List submission process, and each judge must be denoted by judge position as it corresponds to the diving scoresheet. **For a panel of FIVE judges, at least TWO judges must be registered MSHSAA officials.** At least ONE judge must be a registered MSHSAA swimming/diving official that is NOT A COACH of a team participating. The official’s registration number must be listed as a part of the Performance List submission process.